PETROGLYPHS
The uses, damned abuses, and lame excuses for the Apocalypse
by James Reston, Jr.

The world's greatest democracy, its only superpower, the "indispensible nation" is
tiptoeing shyly into the millennium. The American approach to the passage of a thousand years
of human history is, so far, small-minded, capitalist, and profoundly unimaginative. To the
extent that Americans have an attitude, our focus seems to be on the future rather than the
past. As such we avoid the essence of the grand event.
Recently a friend quipped to me that the Millennium exists only so that people can
make money off it. He may have a point. In the absence of leadership from Washington, we
are left with the wisdom of Hollywood or the power of business. Throw yourself into the
experience: drive home in a spiffy and misspelled Mazda Millenia (unless it's a new Alfa
Romero or an old Olds Omega), cook your supper in your Millennium pots by Farberware,
walk your living room hardwood floors protected by Millennium polyurethane, settle down to
a board game called Apocalypse. Plan your next New York business trip at the Millennium
Hotel or have a company called Apocalypse Graphics design your new web site. Even fashion
a face that will last a thousand years with Millennium skin care products by Elizabeth Arden.
In the End-Time we yearn for lasting things.
Not long ago a market analyst put his finger on the American philosophy about the
coming celebration.

"Pegging the new millennium to a product is just too good a marketing

opportunity for some executives to pass up, he said. Surely there's more to all this than
t!

marketing. What's in a name anyway?
Let's look at the experience more thematical1y. The psychologists are writing about the
rising anxiety that accompanies every fin de sieele. The evangelicals are talking about

Armageddon. The New Age looks to Hair and the Age of Acquarius. And the greens warn of
nuclear pesticides and computer breakdowns ...So let's go to the movies. Live a hip apocalypse
in virtual reality. The Red Tide and the Red Dawn are passe. Real wars and true rumors are
boring. Revelation 13:5 invites us to look for earthquakes in diverse places, but could St. John
the Divine have imagined this: Aliens, Asteroid, Devil's Advocate, Floods, Independence
Day, Men in Black, Millennium, Outbreak, The Stand, Twister, Dante's Peak and Volcano,
and the X Files. We lack only a disaster movie based on Ruth Montgomery's premise: at the
tum of the millennium the North and South Poles will change places and the surface of the
earth will be turned inside out. Even Hollywood's special effects wizards may lose their
courage there.
In Hollywood's imagination, the apocalypse is apparently about the nightmares of the
future. But give the movie makers their due. Their message is hopeful. Happy endings are in
store for us. We will meet these global attacks from giant bugs or recombinant DNA or
nuclear lice, even haywire computers. We will perform heroically. We will overcome. The
millennium is a great moment to teach, but what are we learning from this?
There's more to American culture than merely the movies, of course. There's
television. The fall sweeps in 1999 are going to be awesome. The networks have a problem,
however. How do you celebrate a thousand years of human history on a picture box when
there are no pictures before the first half of the 19th century. The solution: mark the End of
the Century rather than the End of the Millennium. There you have moving pictures and
archival footage. So Teddy Roosevelt and Adolph Hitler are going to trump Galileo and
Genghis Khan.
Because America is so young a country, it's not surprising that the end of the century
seems relevant and certainly more exciting than the end of the millennium. Our past is recent,
if by the possessive our, we mean European-Americans. To 'us', it feels as if we are eighth

graders trying to crash the senior prom, for we can not relate to a distant past that seems
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neither American nor European. The whole first half of the Second Millennium in America
seems foreclosed to us, since it belongs to native Americans, the people upon whom this
nation visited a terrible genocide. No wonder we're avoiding the millennium. 7/10s of it
belongs to a people who embarrass us ...the Cherokees, the Sioux, the Cheyenne, the Arapoho
and all the other braves who are the living embodiment of our nation's greatest disgrace. Thus,
the millennium in America is partly about American guilt.
The safe fall-back position of century-focus makes us think small. It restricts our
imagination. Only in August of last year, did the Clinton Administration appoint HiUary
Clinton's deputy chief of staff, Ellen McCulloch-Lovell, as the coordinator of the U.S.
miIJennium celebration. That put the world's first nation far behind not only European nations
but lesser principalities like Brazil in thinking about fitting ways to mark this unique event.
The first suggestions out of the Clinton Administration were modest and inward looking,
heavy on lofty words like creativity and grass roots, but thin on substance: a White House
lecture series, an art show called Expo2000, millennium moments produced for television by
the wounded and moribund the National Endowment for the Arts.
It is as if, to the Administration, the millennium is a light-weight reprise of the
Bicentenniel, another chance to tout American institutions. The Library of Congress is putting
part of its collection on-line, the White House press release boasts, and there will be a
"Worthy Ancestors Program" in which the efforts to preserve American folklore is bolstered.
With pride, the First Lady spoke last August of establishing a White House web site, so that
the people could write in and tell the White House what to do. Compared to many other
nations in both the first and third worlds, this is pathetic.
The magic is in the millennium not the century. The glory lies in thinking about
continents, about the human race, about our planet, not about nations and nationalities, and
certainly not about government institutions. To be alive at such a glorious moment is a true
blessing. It is an Experience.
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Great Britain understands this very well. A few months ago the National Heritage
Secretary Chris Smith defined the British philosophy toward the millennium. "The
millennium," he said, "offers us an opportunity to celebrate our strengths and talents as a
nation, to take stock of who we are, to think about our place in the world and to mark a
moment of great significance." Britain has set aside $2.4 billion ... billion! ...to mark the
calendral flip. "Every comer of the UK will be celebrating the Millennium with events large
and small," Smith promised, and the British are starting to talk about the Millennium
Experience. The English are treating this event as a pretext to spruce up their entire country as
if it were the Olympics rather than a Jubilee coming to their country.
Granted, this enormous cache comes from lottery money, which some regard as
tainted, but still, Britain rules the way. Greenwich, where mean time is encased, will be the
center of the festivities. A huge dome, a $900 million enterprise twice the size of the current
record holder, Georgia Dome in Atlanta, is planned for polluted land on the Thames. It will be
a gigantic umbrella whose construction is compared by its architect, Lord Richard Rogers, to
the cathedral builders of the 12th century. Lord Rogers calls his colossus a "giant umbrella and
an odyssey into the future." As yet, what will go under the big top is a state secret---a
government ploy that adds to its interest. In my view, it's clear that the largest Foucault
pendulum in the world must certainly be suspended from the roof and that somewhere nearby a
nuclear clock, encased in glass, must be available to set one's watch by. Panned in the British
press as a "tawdry millennium monument," it has been greeted with "Dump the Dome"
headlines. If you turned the thing upside down, it could be the Superbowl of All Time. The
authorities are ignoming this carping. The "Jubilee" line of the tube has already been extended
to Greenwich.
The British, at least, dare to think big. Less expensive but more interesting are the
British plans for a Millennium Seed Bank. 25,000 species of flowering plants world-wide
(10% of the world's flora, but especially the species which are disappearing) are to be
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deposited in the bank, to be located in Kew Gardens, London. And in Yorkshire town of
Doncaster another building, using the latest in "green building design," is to be constructed as
a museum of earth environments like the rain forest. To be build on four hundred acres of coal
slurry, this project has been widely praised, but the best part about it may be its apocalyptic
name: The Ark.
The nature of time and the health of the g]obal environment will be the focus of most
national celebrations throughout the world. These are the safe, educational areas. They do not
upset anyone. Neither do they necessarily capture our imagination or move us.
Still, more ideas along the British lines are possible. If the Millennium Seed Bank
remains strictly British, it will probably focus on the comfortable preoccupations of the
English garden, the interests, say, of a Vita Sackville-West at Sissinghurst Castle. But what
about the fast disappearing native strains of the Great Plains of America or the endangered
plant species of the Amazon? The Millennium Seed Bank should be internationalized into a
World Bank.
Here is an area where the Clinton Administration could jump in with America's power,
wealth, and influence, and really turn this into an important global effort.
In the spirit of the Ark, why limit the effort to plants? There might also be a
Millennium Sperm, Egg, and DNA Bank, where 10% of the world's mammal and even insect
life, especially the endangered species, might be deposited. At present, the efforts to preserve
the genetic codes of the world's animal life are

di~jointed

and scattered. The zoos around the

world are doing their best through artificial insemination to preserve the stock of endangered
species, but they have to fight for every dollar. The Millennium is an opportunity to
coordinate, centralize, and bolster these efforts, in effect to create a time capsule of earth's
diversity in the year 2()(x) A.D. What would scientists and historians give to know more about
the biological diversity of the world in 1()(X) A. D.? At present, all we know is that the
Greenland was 2 degrees warmer in l()(x) A.D., allowing Erik the Red to settle there in
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relative comfort, and his son, Leif Eriksson to outfit his expedition to Vinland from there.
If the British can set aside $2.4 billion from lottery funds for projects great and small,
why can't the U.S. federal government insist that state lotteries here be asked to set aside a
substantial fund for millennium projects? It will not happen. This country is paralyzed by
political complications and fixated with budget cutting. If the lotteries were to set aside a huge
millennium fund, who and what would get the money? Private or public entities? One can hear
the rhetoric of Senator Helms and Speaker Gingerich. Arts and humanities projects better not
get any funds or else. The collusion of American politicians including the President to kill the
arts and humanities endowments has come just at the time when they are needed the most. For
the political complications, consider the case of the National Gallery of Art which considered
the rich and wonderful area of medieval Apocalyptic Art for its major millennium exhibit,
only to scrap the idea as too dangerous, since it was likely to draw the End of the World
cultists to Washington.
No wonder, the millennium has not elevated our gaze or touched our spirit. Instead it
seems to intimidate us. We have no leader and no institution that can lead us gallantly through
this wonderful moment in time, no National Heritage secretary like Britain, no Culture
Minister like France, no endowments, and no visionary head of state. What President Clinton
fails to realize is that to be the leader of the world at the year 2000 A.D. --if you are
visionary--is to be remembered forever, just as we remember the dream-filled Holy Roman
Emperor, Otto III, and the great pope, Sylvester II, from the year 1000 A.D.

Still let's not grouse. The spectacles of 1999 are going to be wonderful. Already the
Eifel Tower sports a huge board counting down the number of days to 2000 A.D. Times
Square plans a Trinitron video extravaganza, devoting one hour to the doings in each time
zone until the clock reaches midnight in Eastern Standard Time. The celebration on the
beaches of Rio de Janeiro's Copacabana is going to be dazzling!
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The best spectacle remains the spectacular, planned at the base of the Egyptian
Pyramids by Britain's Millennium Society, including the Grand Millennium Ball.
Even if it's already sold out, perhaps the Grand Millennium Ball is reaHy the place to be on
December 31, 1999, especially if there's more to the occasion than dancing. (I personally plan
to be at the Greek Island of Patmos, where St. John the Evangelist wrote the Book of
Revelation.) What's in a Ball for the heart and the mind? Some scholars are already at work on
the problem. On any old day at the Pyramids outside Cairo, the magical moment comes at
night when the lights are switched on. But on New Year's Eve in a couple of years, it may be
the reverse. Considerable thought is going into the idea of turning the

light~

off after dark and

staging a two hour sound and light show with lasers, using the pyramids as a canvas for a truly
magnificent appreciation of human life, something like the way the skyscrapers in Houston
have been used as the tahleaux for laser extravaganzas in the past.
What should be in that two hour show? How do you compress a thousand years of
history into two hours? Who hesides George Plimpton should write the script?
That would truly be a daunting commission. Perhaps it's impossible to encapsulate a
thousand years of history into a two hour show. But at least the British have the courage to
attempt such a wild and crazy thing.

[Published in George magazine, March 1998 in a different version]
Second in a series of three. In April: "Revelation"
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PETROGLYPHS
The uses, damned abuses, and lame excuses for the Apocalypse
by James Reston, Jr.

The world's greatest democracy, its only superpower, the "indispensible nation" is
tiptoeing shyly into the millennium. The American approach to the passage of a thousand years
of human history is, so far, small-minded, capitalist, and profoundly unimaginative. To the
extent that Americans have an attitude, our focus seems to be on the future rather than the
past. As such we avoid the essence of the grand event.
Recently a friend quipped to me that the Millennium exists only so that people can
make money off it. He may have a point. In the absence of leadership from Washington, we
are left with the wisdom of Hollywood or the power of business. Throw yourself into the
experience: drive home in a spiffy and misspelled Mazda Millenia (unless it's a new Alfa
Romero or an old Olds Omega), cook your supper in your Millennium pots by Farberware,
walk your living room hardwood floors protected by Millennium polyurethane, settle down to
a board game called Apocalypse. Plan your next New York business trip at the Millennium
Hotel or have a company called Apocalypse Graphics design your new web site. Even fashion
a face that will last a thousand years with Millennium skin care products by Elizabeth Arden.
In the End-Time we yearn for lasting things.
Not long ago a market analyst put his finger on the American philosophy about the
coming celebration.

"Pegging the new millennium to a product is just too good a marketing

opportunity for some executives to pass up," he said. Surely there's more to all this than
marketing. What's in a name anyway?
Let's look at the experience more thematically. The psychologists are writing about the
rising anxiety that accompanies every fin de siecle. The evangelicals are talking about

Armageddon. The New Age looks to Hair and the Age of Acquarius. And the greens warn of
nuclear pesticides and computer breakdowns ... So let's go to the movies. Live a hip apocalypse
in virtual reality. The Red Tide and the Red Dawn are passe. Real wars and true rumors are
boring. Revelation 13:5 invites us to look for earthquakes in diverse places, but could St. John
the Divine have imagined this: Aliens, Asteroid, Devil's Advocate, Floods, Independence
Day, Men in Black, Millennium, Outbreak, The Stand, Twister, Dante's Peak and Volcano,
and the X Files. We lack only a disaster movie based on Ruth Montgomery's premise: at the
turn of the millennium the North and South Poles will change places and the surface of the
earth will be turned inside out. Even Hollywood's special effects wizards may lose their
courage there.
In Hollywood's imagination, the apocalypse is apparently about the nightmares of the
future. But give the movie makers their due. Their message is hopeful. Happy endings are in
store for us. We will meet these global attacks from giant bugs or recombinant DNA or
nuclear lice, even haywire computers. We will perform heroically. We will overcome. The
millennium is a great moment to teach, but what are we learning from this?
There's more to American culture than merely the movies, of course. There's
television. The fall sweeps in 1999 are going to be awesome. The networks have a problem,
however. How do you celebrate a thousand years of human history on a picture box when
there are no pictures before the first half of the 19th century. The solution: mark the End of
the Century rather than the End of the Millennium. There you have moving pictures and
archival footage. So Teddy Roosevelt and Adolph Hitler are going to trump Galileo and
Genghis Khan.
Because America is so young a country, it's not surprising that the end of the century
seems relevant and certainly more exciting than the end of the millennium. Our past is recent,
if by the possessive our, we mean European-Americans. To 'us', it feels as if we are eighth
graders trying to crash the setlior prom, for we can not relate to a distant past that seems
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neither American nor European. The whole frrst half of the Second Millennium in America
seems foreclosed to us, since it belongs to native Americans, the people upon whom this
nation visited a terrible genocide. No wonder we're avoiding the millennium. 7/lOs of it
belongs to a people who embarrass uS...the Cherokees, the Sioux, the Cheyenne, the Arapoho
and all the other braves who are the living embodiment of our nation's greatest disgrace. Thus,
the millennium in America is partly about American gUilt.
The safe fall-back position of century-focus makes us think small. It restricts our
imagination. Only in August of last year, did the Clinton Administration appoint Hillary
Clinton's deputy chief of staff, Ellen McCulloch-Lovell, as the coordinator of the U.S.
millennium celebration. That put the world's frrst nation far behind not only European nations
but lesser principalities like Brazil in thinking about fitting ways to mark this unique event.
The first suggestions out of the Clinton Administration were modest and inward looking,
heavy on lofty words like creativity and grass roots, but thin on substance: a White House
lecture series, an art show called Expo2000, millennium moments produced for television by
the wounded and moribund the National Endowment for the Arts.
It is as if, to the Administration, the millennium is a light-weight reprise of the

Bicentenniel, another chance to tout American institutions. The Library of Congress is putting
part of its collection on-line, the White House press release boasts, and there will be a
"Worthy Ancestors Program" in which the efforts to preserve American folklore is bolstered.
With pride, the First Lady spoke last August of establishing a White House web site, so that
the people could write in and tell the White House what to do. Compared to many other
nations in both the frrst and third worlds, this is pathetic.
The magic is in the millennium not the century. The glory lies in thinking about
continents, about the human race, about our planet, not about nations and nationalities, and
certainly not about government institutions. To be alive at such a glorious moment is a true
blessing. It is an Experience.
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Great Britain understands this very well. A few months ago the National Heritage
Secretary Chris Smith defmed the British philosophy toward the millennium. "The
millennium," he said, .. offers us an opportunity to celebrate our strengths and talents as a
nation, to take stock of who we are, to think about our place in the world and to mark a
moment of great significance." Britain has set aside $2.4 billion ...billion! ...to mark the
calendral flip. "Every comer of the UK will be celebrating the Millennium with events large
and small," Smith promised, and the British are starting to talk about the Millennium
Experience. The English are treating this event as a pretext to spruce up their entire country as
if it were the Olympics rather than a Jubilee coming to their country .
Granted, this enormous cache comes from lottery money, which some regard as
tainted, but still, Britain rules the way. Greenwich, where mean time is encased, will be the
center of the festivities. A huge dome, a $900 million enterprise twice the size of the current
record holder, Georgia Dome in Atlanta, is planned for polluted land on the Thames. It will be
a gigantic umbrella whose construction is compared by its architect, Lord Richard Rogers, to
the cathedral builders of the 12th century. Lord Rogers calls his colossus a "giant umbrella and
an odyssey into the future." As yet, what will go under the big top is a state secret---a
government ploy that adds to its interest. In my view, it's clear that the largest Foucault
pendulum in the world must certainly be suspended from the roof and that somewhere nearby a
nuclear clock, encased in glass, must be available to set one's watch by. Panned in the British
press as a "tawdry millennium monument," it has been greeted with "Dump the Dome"
headlines. If you turned the thing upside down, it could be the Superbowl of All Time. The
authorities are ignorning this carping. The "Jubilee" line of the tube has already been extended
to Greenwich.
The British, at least, dare to think big. Less expensive but more interesting are the
British plans for a Millennium Seed Bank. 25,(X)() species of flowering plants world-wide
(10% of the world's flora, but especially the species which are disappearing) are to be
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deposited in the bank, to be located in Kew Gardens, London. And in Yorkshire town of
Doncaster another building, using the latest in "green building design," is to be constructed as
a museum of earth environments like the rain forest. To be build on four hundred acres of coal
slurry, this project has been widely praised, but the best part about it may be its apocalyptic
name: The Ark.
The nature of time and the health of the global environment will be the focus of most
national celebrations throughout the world. These are the safe, educational areas. They do not
upset anyone. Neither do they necessarily capture our imagination or move us.
Still, more ideas along the British lines are possible. If the Millennium Seed Bank
remains strictly British, it will probably focus on the comfortable preoccupations of the
English garden, the interests, say, of a Vita Sack ville-West at Sissinghurst Castle. But what
about the fast disappearing native strains of the Great Plains of America or the endangered
plant species of the Amazon? The Millennium Seed Bank should be internationalized into a
World Bank.
Here is an area where the Clinton Administration could jump in with America's power,
wealth, and influence, and really tum this into an important global effort.
In the spirit of the Ark, why limit the effort to plants? There might also be a
Millennium Sperm, Egg, and DNA Bank, where 10% of the world's mammal and even insect
life, especially the endangered species, might be deposited. At present, the efforts to preserve
the genetic codes of the world's animal life are disjointed and scattered. The zoos around the
world are doing their best through artificial insemination to preserve the stock of endangered
species, but they have to fight for every donar. The Millennium is an opportunity to
coordinate, centralize, and bolster these efforts, in effect to create a time capsule of earth's
diversity in the year 2000 A.D. What would scientists and historians give to know more about
the biological diversity of the world in 1000 A. D.? At present, all we know is that the
Greenland was 2 degrees warmer in 1000 A.D., allowing Erik the Red to settle there in
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If the British can set aside $2.4 billion from lottery funds for projects great and small,
why can't the u.s. federal government insist that state lotteries here be asked to set aside a
substantial fund for millennium projects? It will not happen. This country is paralyzed by
political complications and fixated with budget cutting. If the lotteries were to set aside a huge
millennium fund, who and what would get the money? Private or public entities? One can hear
the rhetoric of Senator Helms and Speaker Gingerich. Arts and humanities projects better not
get any funds or else. The collusion of American politicians including the President to kill the
arts and humanities endowments has come just at the time when they are needed the most. For
the political complications, consider the case of the National Gallery of Art which considered
the rich and wonderful area of medieval Apocalyptic Art for its major millennium exhibit,
only to scrap the idea as too dangerous, since it was likely to draw the End of the World
cultists to Washington.
No wonder, the millennium has not elevated our gaze or touched our spirit. Instead it
seems to intimidate us. We have no leader and no institution that can lead us gallantly through
this wonderful moment in time, no National Heritage secretary like Britain, no Culture
Minister like France, no endowments, and no visionary head of state. What President Clinton
fails to realize is that to be the leader of the world at the year 2000 A.D.--if you are
visionary--is to be remembered forever, just as we remember the dream-filled Holy Roman
Emperor, Otto III, and the great pope, Sylvester II, from the year 1000 A.D.

Still let's not grouse. The spectacles of 1999 are going to be wonderful. Already the
Eifel Tower sports a huge board counting down the number of days to 2000 A.D. Times
Square plans a Trinitron video extravaganza, devoting one hour to the doings in each time
zone until the clock reaches midnight in Eastern Standard Time. The celebration on the
beaches of Rio de Janeiro's Copacabana is going to be dazzling!
The best spectacle remains the spectacular, planned at the base of the Egyptian
Pyramids by Britain's Millennium Society, including the Grand Millennium Ball.
Even if it's already sold out, perhaps the Grand Millennium Ball is really the place to be on
December 31, 1999, especially if there's more to the occasion than dancing. (I personally plan
to be at the Greek Island of Patmos, where St. John the Evangelist wrote the Book of
Revelation.) What's in a Ball for the heart and the mind? Some scholars are already at work on
the problem. On any old day at the Pyramids outside Cairo, the magical moment comes at
night when the lights are switched on. But on New Year's Eve in a couple of years, it may be
the reverse. Considerable thought is going into the idea of turning the lights off after dark and
staging a two hour sound and light show with lasers, using the pyramids as a canvas for a truly
magnificent appreciation of human life, something like the way the skyscrapers in Houston
have been used as the tableaux for laser extravaganzas in the past.
What should be in that two hour show? How do you compress a thousand years of
history into two hours? Who besides George Plimpton should write the script?
That would truly be a daunting commission. Perhaps it's impossible to encapsulate a
thousand years of history into a two hour show. But at least the British have the courage to
attempt such a wild and crazy thing.

